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 ARE THE RETRACEMENT RALLIES OVER FOR NOW? 

Posted on 12/3/2014 5:59:15 AM 

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN TED 
AND HIS GROUP. 

Higher for oats and rough rice while lower for soybeans, soybean meal, soybean oil,  Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and Chicago wheat.  Minneapolis (since 8/29), KC (8/8) and Chicago (7/7) made new recent 
highs before settling lower in reversal type action. Couple that with the beans giving me a SELL SIGNAL 
off of a HEAD AND SHOULDERS TOP, meal still in a possible HEAD AND SHOULDER TOP along with 
corn while oil made a new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE, the end of the grain complex retracement 
rally could be over. However, that scenario is still too early to call especially when traders around the 
world can see the same thing and may load up on the short side, too heavy too soon, setting up for a 
sharp correction. Be patient and just 'stick your toe' in the market for now probably best by using options 
and then adding futures on possible rallies along the way. Of course, I could be wrong! Please don't tell 
my wife I said that!  Minneapolis has little support down to the 590 area, KC 610 and Chicago 560 making 
it enticing to go short this complex off its reversal type action even if this isn't the top. The Minneapolis/KC 
spreads also had reversal type action closing strong while I'm still on the sidelines. As long as it holds -30, 
I would consider trading this spread. Oats seem to be in a BEAR PENNANT but today's action could lead 
to a failure of this continuation pattern. This is a bearish looking market but has already dropped 60 cents 
since its Oct. 24th high. Rice also looks bearish and may have topped out last week. There is a support 
area off of a failed bear pennant around 1200 left. Corn looks like it's in a HEAD AND SHOULDERS TOP 
needing to hold 375 in my opinion. As long as it does that, it should move higher although it probably 
won't hold if the bean complex collapses. The beans gave me a sell signal as mentioned above with 
possibly the meal (and corn) not far behind especially if it doesn't hold 350 (seen corn comment). Oil just 
made a new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE-end of story! BUY SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS 
CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH CORN AND SOYMEAL. SELL SIGNALS FOR OATS, 
ROUGH RICE, SOYBEANS AND SOYBEAN OIL.. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, 
news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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